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ABSTRACT

One of the main goals of Teaching About Conflict and Values Through Children’s Literature is to teach students how to be responsible. The community must work together to help all children deal with the problems they are confronted with daily. The world today is becoming increasingly dangerous because not enough people are teaching their children values. “Only when students understand their own values can they appreciate the diversity of others and accept society’s values and norms” (Tomaselli & Golden, 1996, p. 67). Teaching children that they have choices is another important goal of this project. When teachers show students that they have choices, students realize that “all life is precious and needs to be respected, protected and valued” (Curin, 1995, p. 74). Children also need to be taught how to deal with their feelings, that it is alright to feel angry or sad. “Kids need to learn from a young age what the words for feelings are, why they feel the way they do, and what action options they have” (Pool, 1997, pp. 13-14).

Parents and teachers are the greatest influence in children’s lives. If society wants children to behave and react in a certain way, then they need to be good examples.
"Example is not only the best way to teach character and anger management to our children, it is the ONLY way to teach it!" (Ingram, 1998, p. 6) Expressing feelings and dealing with personal anger are good ways for parents to show children how to handle the pressures of emotions. Reading books to children that focus on certain values and conflict management is another way to show moral examples. Teachers can teach children through their read aloud time. Teaching children through literature is a good way to incorporate conflict management into an already full teaching schedule. Parents can use values centered literature at home to help deal with many of the difficult situations their children face. Reading together allows time to be spent with their children and strong examples of the problems they are facing. “Adults throughout the ages have viewed books as powerful tools with which to guide children’s thinking, strengthen their character, shape their behavior and more recently even to solve their problems” (Myracle, 1995, p.2).

The following project is presented in the form of a bibliography containing two sections and a selection of activities parents can do with their children. The first section of the bibliography is dedicated to the resources that will help teachers and parents understand and teach
conflict management and values. The second section of the bibliography references children's literature. The literature covers conflict resolution and a variety of important values for the primary grades. The final part of the project focuses on parent activities. These are activities linked with the value or values they want to discuss with their children.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

I have been teaching for six years. Since I started, I have been using practices in my classroom that would fall under the idea of whole language. I never realized what my theoretical orientation was until I took a class on approaches to literacy. Teaching the way I did was all I knew. Many of the practices I used could be associated to a whole language classroom such as, the use of predictable books and trade books, a classroom environment rich with print, inventive spelling, and effective uses of teachable moments (McKenna, Robinson, & Wedman, 1996). I had been practicing many of these ideas without realizing what my methods were called. I was never told exactly what whole language was, but I was encouraged to teach through these various methods. As I learned about teaching reading, I began to realize why I was never given a definition of whole language. According to Constance Weaver (1994) whole language is not necessarily an approach to reading:

it has developed into a comprehensive...philosophy of education, drawing upon many more lines of research and encompassing far more than just the development of reading, or even literacy...Whole language educators think not about teaching reading, but about guiding and supporting students in developing as independent readers, writers and learners (pp 58-59).
I teach in a school with a high percentage of poor, minority children. Many of them would be classified as Title 1. They would also be classified as “at-risk”. They are not given many of the early childhood advantages that other children may get. My students lack early educational experiences such as lap reading, exposure to books, and exposure to written language like grocery lists and written notes. I want my students to feel as if their ideas are valued so they can expand on their experiences and see the value in receiving a good education. Through the whole language philosophy, I hope to give my students the chance to feel valuable and productive. Whole language is a philosophy, but “it is also a style... a style that fits some teachers” (McKenna, Robinson, & Wedman, 1996, p. 27). I feel as if it is a style that fits me. Teachers need to do what works for them. If they do not enjoy the way they teach, then the students will not enjoy learning in their classrooms.

Theoretical Models of Reading

According to Jerome Harste and Carolyn Burke, teaching beginning reading can be divided into three theoretical models. The first model is the decoding model. It emphasizes the sounds of language and their graphic symbols. In this model “language is perceived as a pyramid, the base
of which is sound/symbol relationships, the capstone of which is meaning" (Harste & Burke, 1980, p.3). The second model is the skills model of reading. It focuses on a hierarchy that builds upon each skill. The most important part of reading in this model is the word. The skills model of reading "which views reading as one of our language arts listening, speaking, reading and writing- can be labeled a skills orientation. The four language arts are seen as being discrete skills which share 'common abilities'" (p. 3). The third model is the whole language based model of reading. In this model all systems of language are shared. "This orientation assumes not only that the systems of language are shared, but that they are interdependent and interactive aspects of a single process" (p. 4).

Because I teach in a meaning centered environment, I see my own theoretical orientation choice as whole language. Since whole language is a philosophy, the meaning based approach to teaching students to read is known as socio-psycholinguistic. Weaver (1994) explains, "though the term 'holistic' might be used to contrast with part-centered, I prefer the more technical term socio-psycholinguistic to characterize any approach that emphasizes the construction of meaning, drawing upon the individuals unique constellation of prior knowledge, experience background, and
social context” (p. 57). A language experience approach is a good example of a socio-psycholinguistic approach to reading. Using the philosophy of whole language, language experience is “concerned with helping beginners learn to bring their own knowledge and experience to bear in construction of meaning from the printed word” (Weaver, 1994, p. 57).

I strongly believe in the whole language emphasis on “flexibility in materials and activities, on student and teacher choice, and on viewing each child as a unique individual” (McKenna, Robinson, & Wedman, 1996, p. 15). When I teach, I teach for the sole purpose of educating my students. I want my students to take part in their learning experiences and I want them to feel as if there is a value in coming to school. I believe students learn in a meaning centered environment. I lean toward holistic thoughts and practices. Weaver discusses how a class can learn from the needs that grow out of being together. She stresses the importance of children feeling comfortable and confident. In order for the children to be comfortable and confident, the environment needs to support risk-taking. The environment also needs to be one that accepts and values approximations. Children will learn from our responses and will learn best in noncompetitive environments. Most
importantly, adults need to remember children are responsible and learn when they make their own choices (Weaver, 1994). Adults also need to "cultivate and encourage responsible behavior; avoid talking about responsibility when people are irresponsible" (Bedley, 1985, p. 19).

Statement of the Problem

I want to empower my students by helping them be responsible for themselves. I want them to be comfortable and confident learners. In order to have a whole language environment which supports risk taking, I need to find a way to emphasize the importance of controlling behavior and making responsible choices. Lee Canter (1993) emphasizes, "building trust is the foundation of everything you want to achieve" (p. 5). I find that my children know the difference between right and wrong behavior, but they do not know how to react towards a problem. "Feeling comfortable and confident in an environment means that we recognize and accept likenesses and differences as well as strengths and weaknesses" (Weaver, 1994, p. 507). My students need help in understanding these differences.

Many of the students in my school do not know how to deal with personal conflicts. I have taught students in all the primary grades. I have found that the students work
together as partners in the classroom, but have a hard time with larger groups. They know the rules and they know when they break them, but they do not accept the consequences. The hardest times of the day for my students are during recesses. They go out to play and come back angry or in trouble. They start playing and it gets too rough and they end up over-reacting. They use physical contact and say very hurtful words. I talk with my students daily about their behavior in line and on the playground, but it is not enough. Because of the continued outbursts of emotions in my classroom and on the playground, I need to develop a way to teach problem solving skills. Through my curriculum, I want my students to learn how to become responsible peers.

My students need to work out their problems without being violent. Gene Bedley (1985) discusses in his book, *The Big-R Responsibility: Cultivating and encouraging responsible behavior*, specific tools that will assist children to become responsible. "There are no quick fixes in training and guiding children to become responsible. It takes a strong commitment to the task by all concerned and it takes time" (p. 13). Some people ask why teach behavior? Lee Canter (1993) responds:

The truth is that many difficult students simply do not know how to behave or they may not understand your expectations for different activities. If they are ever going to be successful in your class, they need to be
taught, or retaught, appropriate behavior for the specific activities in which they behave inappropriately. (p. 35).

I would like to reform my curriculum to include schools, teachers, parents and the community in dealing with conflict resolution. The School Initiatives Program (1987) has come up with a program for conflict resolution training for elementary schools. They have included communication skill building activities and conflict resolution skill building activities:

The need for programs that teach the peaceful expression and early resolution of conflict arises not only from disruption and violence in overcrowded schools and the tensions inherent in multiethnic and multicultural student bodies and communities, but also from the range of day-to-day conflicts typical in any school setting...Valuable teaching time is lost in maintaining order and resolving student disputes. (p. i)

Too much teaching time is taken up with individual problems. I need a curriculum that helps my students with conflict management. I want to be able to incorporate conflict management with literacy. Bill Cosby (1997) has a series of books called "The Little Bill Series". He focuses on children's situations in each of his books. One of his books, The Meanest Thing to Say, focuses on ways to confront the problem of dealing with a child who is deliberately mean. In the beginning of the book Alvin Poussaint, a clinical professor of Psychiatry, writes a letter to the parents of children reading the book. He points out,
"Sooner or later most children—on the street, the playground, or at school—meet other children who are deliberately mean" (p. 5). Little Bill’s dilemma of dealing with a child who is deliberately mean is a dilemma teachers and students face daily at school. More books like this would be beneficial to teachers.

Children need good role models. Many times parents are the ideal role model for a child, but not all parents are going to be positive role models. Canter (1993) explains:

Many come from home environments where the parents themselves had negative school experiences and where respect for teachers and school has not been communicated. Other students come from homes where the adults in their lives have been unreliable role models, unresponsive, abusive or simply overwhelmed and unable to meet their children’s needs for motivation and support. (p. 5)

Teachers can make school a safe place for all students by focusing on the fact that they are going to have to show and teach students themselves about the alternative ways to handle their problems. According to one conflict management program called S.A.V.E. (1998):

The assumption that students bring skills which enable them to manage conflict to the school environment can no longer be made. Too often today, society fails to offer role models of how students should respond when faced with conflict. Too often, society provides examples based upon confrontation and violence rather than communication and agreement. (p. 3)

Students can learn to take responsibility for their actions. "If we can teach children varied responses in
resolving conflicts, it will enable them to develop more lasting friendships, especially in a world where the forces are pulling people apart" (Bedley, 1979, p.57). If students are instructed to work together in a whole language classroom, they begin to learn how to take responsibility for learning. I would like to connect problem-solving strategies with my literacy program. So many times the reason the students are "mean" is that they have no self-confidence. They have not been given everything they feel they need. Students want to succeed and need help doing it. Bedley (1985) emphasizes that children need to be told that, "conflict is as much a part of life as growing" (p. 57). If children except conflict as a problem that everyone faces, then they will stop denying the fact that there is a conflict and begin to find better ways to deal with it.

Conclusion

The following literature project will help to promote the importance of teaching conflict management. Students learn by example. Parents, teachers, and community members need to remember to set good examples if they expect children to grow up as responsible citizens. Adults do not always know how to go about teaching the important values students need to know. Through literature, students can read about
various situations and learn how to deal with the issues that confront them daily.

A bibliography of books to help parents and teachers will enable them to find appropriate books to help with the problems their children are dealing with. I have also included activities parents can do with their children when focusing on certain values. Time spent together between parent and child is so important in today’s hectic world. If parents want to help their children deal with their conflicts, they can use the literature presented and do activities together with their children. This may not be a cure all, but it is a beginning. All programs start somewhere. I hope that this project is a useful beginning.
CHAPTER TWO

Review of Related Literature

Teaching children today is different than teaching in the past. Teachers and schools are expected to help their students succeed in a time when children are dealing with more problems and encountering more obstacles. James Comer emphasized in John O’Neil’s (1997) interview:

With the growth of mass communications and computers, children are being bombarded with more information than ever before. For the first time in the history of the world, information goes directly to children rather than through important adults who can filter it. (p.10)

The schools are also dealing with more violence and less support from the communities around them. In “The Road to Peace in Our Schools”, Linda Lantieri and Janet Patti (1996) believe, “Chaos seems to be replacing community. In the United States today, every 11 seconds a child is reported abused or neglected, every 4 minutes a child is arrested for a violent crime, and every 98 minutes a child is killed by a gun” (p. 28). Violence is more senseless and random than ever. Communities are supposed to protect their children, yet communities are falling apart. “We’re experiencing a breakdown in our communities... the solution is to restore a sense of community” (O’Neil, 1997, p. 10). Mildred Johnson, a classroom teacher from New Orleans explains, “Too many of our children have lost hope because so many people around
them have. I feel that it's one of my responsibilities to give them that sense of hope they lack" (Lantieri & Patti, 1996, p.29). Teachers, as well as parents and community members need to work together in order to help children today cope with an ever-changing society.

**Dealing With Angry Children**

The responsibility of teachers is greater today than ever before. If teachers learn ways to deal with angry students, they will be able to perform the academic duties they are expected to complete. Richard Curwin (1995) stresses, “There is no learning in an environment permeated by fear” (p. 73). When teachers show students that they have choices, students realize that “all life is precious and needs to be respected, protected and valued” (p.74). Students then learn to make choices that will be beneficial to their present and their future. By incorporating lessons on making choices within the classroom curriculum, teachers are able to help children make appropriate choices. Educational Responsibility is a program that helps teachers teach the strategies that enable students to make choices. This program uses strategies that include: “building team and community involvement, giving students choices, increasing the value for effort, setting students up for
success, making success concrete, and creating multiple opportunities for improvement" (Schneider, 1996, p. 22).

An increase of anger in the classroom requires teachers to learn how to deal with anger, how to develop classroom ideas and alternatives, and how to help students make responsible choices. Curwin (1995) expresses the idea that, "Children in schools at all grade levels seem to be more disruptive with less internal control. Fighting is the only way that some students know how to maintain dignity, win the respect of peers, or to be successful" (p. 69). Vicky Dill and Martin Haberman (1995) think these students, "believe they have no alternative to victimizing others" (p. 69). When children are angry, they are not able to concentrate on anything but the cause of their anger. These children are not able to control the anger inside of them because, "anger can consume and cause loss of rational thought" (Berry, 1994, p. 27). Dill and Haberman (1995) believe, "It will take a whole new self-definition for them to be able to walk away from a fight" (p. 69).

Responsibility of teaching children other ways to deal with their anger is placed onto the teachers. Before teachers can teach children to deal with their anger, they need to be aware of the signals of oncoming aggression. Berry (1994) said, "We need to attune ourselves to signals
of potential crisis behavior" (p. 27). Berry shared that usually there is a change in a child’s behavior before physical aggression occurs. These changes include verbal clues, which are said, paraverbal clues, which are expressed and kinesic clues which are expressed through body language. Any or all of these clues will indicate that one is losing control (Berry, 1994). When teachers need to respond verbally to an aggressive student, they can follow Berry’s steps: Remain calm and in control. Listen to the other person and respond empathetically. Be aware of paraverbals. Use student’s name. Set limits. Respect personal space. Maintain an open stance. And make sure eye contact and facial expressions are appropriate to the situation (pp. 27-28).

Teachers are examples of responsible adults. If teachers are to be good examples, they “must model appropriate behavior to our students” (Ingram, 1998, p. 6). Evelyn Schneider (1996) wrote “Giving Students a Voice in the Classroom”. She believes that, “Teaching our students that we control ourselves, that we choose our fulfillment or frustration, makes the critical difference” (p. 24). Many times the misbehavior and mischief is a child’s way of bringing about the punishment and destruction that they believe they deserve. “Educational Responsibility, in
contrast to stimulus response models that control students from the outside, is designed to strengthen student empowerment and responsibility" (p. 22). Through encouraging responsibility, many students learn how to deal with their own anger. "Learning to talk about how an experience affects us can be a challenge" (Canadian Men's Net, 1998, p. 3). Using an "I" statement formula might help to communicate clearly what is going on. The "I" statement says, "I feel ______ when you ________, and I need you to ______________. Through this message children are able to tell someone how they feel without putting all the blame on the other person. It is important for children to be able to tell how they feel, and it is important for someone to listen to them. The most important aspect of dealing with anger is giving children choices. "Choices need to be clear, concise, and enforceable" (Berry, 1994, p. 28). Children are always making choices. "Most effective discipline approaches are based on the principle that certain actions result in certain consequences" (Grayson & Martin, 1997, p. 65). In order to deal with angry children and lesson the violence, teachers need to help students make choices and empower them through successful programs to help students become responsible.
Programs Dedicated to Anger Resolution

Because of the increase of violence in society, violence prevention programs need to be focused on young children, particularly those at risk of developing aggressive lifestyles. "Developmentally appropriate programs should be integrated in a comprehensive approach for all grade levels" (Prothrow-Stith, 1994, p 31). Violence prevention must be a long-term priority for the school district and the community because students are being trained for a new way of life, not just an immediate prevention method. "Students, teachers, and parents should participate in planning and assessing violence prevention activities" (p. 31). Prothrow-Stith believes violence prevention programs should follow the public health three-pronged approach. First, prevention programs look at changing attitudes toward the problem, then they help people modify unhealthy behaviors, and finally they reach out with treatment options for those affected with the problem. Johnson and Johnson (1996) explain what violence prevention programs include:

The types of programs vary, emphasizing such diverse elements as metal detectors and patrols in the school by city police, guest speakers such as police officers who advocate avoiding violence, teacher training in physical self-defense procedures to fight off attacking students, and student training in how to manage their anger and think in ways that cognitively mediate violent impulses. (p. 12)
Johnson and Johnson believe schools need to go beyond violence prevention to conflict resolution training. They discuss the diversity of conflict resolution programs, which are generally described as either cadre or total student body programs. Johnson and Johnson describe the cadre approach as a program that “emphasizes training a small number of students to serve as peer mediators for the entire school” (p. 14). Johnson and Johnson have a program called Teaching Students to Be Peacemakers which is a total student body approach. “The total student body approach emphasizes training every student in the school in how to manage conflicts constructively by negotiating integrative agreements to their conflicts and mediating their school mates conflicts” (p. 14).

Establishing a peaceable classroom is one of the ways you can prevent conflict. “The Peaceable Classroom model approach looks at the classroom as a caring and respectful community” (Kreidler, 1994, p. 6). The Peaceable Classroom model approach centers on five themes. The themes are cooperation, communication, appreciation for diversity, conflict resolution, and emotional expression. Another program is the Resolving Conflict Creatively Program which puts “emphasis on transforming the culture of participating schools and making them nonviolent learning communities”
Instructor Magazine (July/August, 1994) has published a list of nonprofit conflict resolution programs to use in the school. Since there is such a variety of programs to use, this can be a valuable resource. The programs they list include: Peace Education Foundation, Community Board Program, Inc., Consortium on Peace Research Education and Development (COPRED), National Association for Mediation in Education (NAME), Children’s Creative Response to Conflict (CCRC), and Educators for Social Responsibility (ESR) (p. 92-93). All of these programs aim to “foster young people’s social and emotional development by giving them conflict resolution and mediation skills and an appreciation of cultures different from their own” (Lantieri & Patti, 1996, p. 30).

Every school has an obligation to become a place that supports the development of children. The key question to ask in any prevention program is, “Are the adults interacting in a way that creates a climate where children feel comfortable, safe and protected, where they can identify with and attach to adults?” (O’Neil, 1997, p. 9). These adults not only include teachers, but include home, school, and community coordination. Prothrow-Stith (1994) believes all of society needs to take responsibility in reducing the violence:
There is no one-shot curriculum that will cure the pervasive violence. What is needed is a commitment from politicians, educators, parents, community leaders, public health professionals and business leaders to work in their communities to develop a comprehensive, long term plan to prevent violence. (p.30)

A program can work if it helps students feel part of their community, and only if that community works together to make a difference.

Building School Communities

Debra Goodman (1991) encourages her readers by explaining, "Once you have recognized the problem you are half way to the solution" (p.155). Many teachers have recognized the problem, now they need to work on the solution. There are many programs dedicated to anger resolution that are helpful in the school community. If teachers, schools, and parents pull together and emphasize building school community, they can help the students feel as if they are part of the community. "Schools today must be committed more deeply than ever before to intentionally creating community and to paying attention to young people's social and emotional lives" (Lantieri & Patti, 1996, p. 28).

Students have needs. Some of these students' needs are not fulfilled, so they contribute to destructive behavior. Empowerment through responsibility is one of the key
elements to helping students meet their needs. Schneider (1996) expresses her concern:

If we want to nurture students who will grow into lifelong learners, into self-directed seekers, into the kind of adults who are morally responsible even when someone is not looking, then we need to give them opportunities to practice making choices and reflecting on the outcomes. (p. 26)

One powerful way to support moral development is in a special process called the class meeting. During a class meeting students are encouraged to sit with their peers and discuss the issues concerning them. "A significant part of moral development comes through dialogue, reflecting on experience, and looking at how our behavior affects others" (Schneider, 1996, p. 23). If these students are facing a conflict, then they are able to talk about it and even confront the person causing the conflict.

Schools are places where learning takes place. "Students need to realize that school is not something that is done to them but, rather, for them and with them" (Curwin, 1995, p. 75). Students spend the majority of their time at school, therefore teachers are very influential in children's lives. Teachers are the ones who can help them feel as if they are important individuals. Curwin expresses the importance of helping children feel valuable:

Children are not to be valued for their potential. They are to be valued as humans in the here and now. Now more than ever, we must teach our students the
skills of non-violent behavior— but, even more important, we must let them know that they are valued. (p. 75)

In order to change the way children think of themselves, teachers must change the way they deal with discipline. Schneider (1996) asks an important question, "Responding to an offense is not about getting revenge, but about justice. How do we move from manipulating students with rewards and punishments to helping them make decisions that satisfy their needs without violating those of others?" (p. 25). Dill and Haberman (1995) express an important element schools must coordinate, "Our school must take the lead in introducing these students to an alternative culture of non-violent options through gentle teaching and moral vision" (p. 69).

Students are going to break rules. They are also going to make decisions that result in negative consequences. The teacher’s job is to provide alternatives to physical violence. "Clearly, schools are not the cause of youth violence. They can, however, provide attractive options to violent behavior and give students a pattern for social behavior" (Dill & Haberman, 1995, p. 71). Teachers can teach students how to make more effective choices. "Every time a student breaks a rule or behaves disruptively, he or
she should be offered both firm limits and significant choices” (Curwin, 1995, p. 73).

Teachers can teach children alternatives to violence. Leonard Ingram (1998) speaks frequently on anger management. He believes, “When children feel inadequate to cope with a situation, when they don’t even know what the reality of the situation requires them to do it frustrates them, it makes them very angry” (p.1). Curwin (1995) agrees with Ingram when he says, “We must transform schools into places that teach children to control our violent nature and to change the self-destructive path we are speeding down out of control” (p.73).

Many schools have come together to build a new sense of community. Curwin (1995) wants children and the community to understand that school is a place where people feel safe and learn. School is a place where prejudice, bigotry, or sexism will not be tolerated. School is a place where each and every individual has value and worth. School is also a place for all students, teachers, administrators, and paraprofessionals, not just the best, the most well-behaved, or the members of any one group (p. 74). Children need to be welcomed at their schools. "Welcoming students does not mean simply greeting them: it means continually treating
them as if they belong in the school, as if we want them there because we really do” (p. 74).

Ruth Wade (1997), an elementary school principal, believes, “giving children real responsibilities and decisions may promote sound values and a sense of community better than any rewards or consequences can” (p. 35). In Wade’s school the teachers replaced rewards with school-wide celebrations and replaced consequences with problem solving. She says, about the students, “We encourage them to reflect on their behavior and its effect on others” (p. 35). Her staff wanted to build a sense of community at their school so they formed a behavior committee and “moved the focus from teacher identification of problems and solutions to student identification” (p. 35). Guiding children to help themselves and understand their feeling will lead them to think through and discuss their problems and use what they have learned about themselves to get through difficult situations.

Social and Emotional Learning

How do teachers help students grasp the idea of new ways of behaving? Dill and Haberman (1995) help their students discover new ways to solve social problems. The students begin to understand new ways of behaving by “(1) experiencing teacher patterns of communication that are
gentle; (2) observing how 'gentle' teachers respond to threats, verbal abuse, given stimuli, or typical environmental violence; and (3) seeing what teachers value" (p. 70). Schools like Dill's and Haberman's are responding to the needs of their students, "yet the public wants schools to get back to basics; many people seem to think curriculum designed to address social or emotional issues detracts from academic work" (O'Neil, 1997, p. 7).

Maurice Elias, Linda Bruene-Butler, Lisa Blum and Thomas Schuyler (1997) have written an article on how to launch a social and emotional learning program. They believe, "to succeed in school, family, friendships, the workplace, community life and democratic participation, students need a full complement of skills—social, emotional and academic" (p. 16). If students can learn how to control and increase their emotional intelligence, they will be able to succeed in school and the community around them. Emotional intelligence is "the ability to recognize how you and those around you are feeling, as well as the ability to generate and understand, and regulate emotions" (Meisner, 1998, p. 102). Carolyn Pool (1997) states, "emotional well-being is the strongest predictor of achievement in school and on the job, according to recent research" (p. 12).
Some people believe emotional intelligence is something to be learned and developed at home. Meisner (1998) points out that "it's the development of such attributes as conflict-solving skills, self-motivation, or impulse control that proponents agree can contribute much to a child's ultimate success" (p. 104).

There are five dimensions of emotional intelligence that can be incorporated into everything teachers do at school. These five dimensions include, self-awareness, motivation, handling emotion generally, empathy and social skills (Pool, 1997). "Emotional intelligence is learned, and it's learned from the earliest years straight through...Kids need to learn from a young age what the words for feelings are, why they feel the way they do, and what action options they have" (Pool, 1997, p. 13-14).

Knowing how to handle upsetting feelings, or impulses, is the root of emotional intelligence. All people get what is called an amygdala attack. "An amygdala attack in your brain sets your heart to racing, poised for fight or flight" (Pool, 1997, p. 12). The cortex can tell us to forget the "fight" response. By training the brain, it can reduce the tendency to fight. Everybody gets angry, but not everyone acts violently. Pool explains how the amygdala attack works:
The emotional brain scans everything happening to us from moment to moment, to see if something that happened in the past that made us sad or angry is like what is happening now. If so, the amygdala calls an alarm - to declare an emergency and mobilize in a split second to act. And it can do so, in brain time, more rapidly than the thinking brain takes to figure out what is going on, which is why people can get into a rage and do something very inappropriate that they wished they hadn’t. It’s an emotional hijacking. (pp. 12-13)

Children are less likely to react violently if they have been exposed to the assets of emotional intelligence. Meisner (1998) recognizes these assets: "Caring, motivation to achieve, commitment to equality and social justice, integrity, honesty, responsibility, restraint, planning and decision-making abilities, self esteem, a sense of purpose and a positive view of personal future" (p. 104).

Motivation is a key element in managing one’s emotional intelligence. Pool (1997) believes that an important element of motivation is "hope - having a goal, knowing the small manageable steps it takes to get to that goal, and having the ‘zeal or persistence’ to follow through" (p.13). Empathy is another key element in emotional intelligence. Empathy can be taught to children by adults "by simply expressing their own feelings frequently, pointing out another person’s feelings and encouraging the child to share his or her feelings" (Meisner, 1998, p.106). Pool (1997) believes empathy is what keeps people morally stable. He
states, "Empathy is the brake on human cruelty. It is what keeps civility alive in society" (p. 14). The base for emotional intelligence is a strong sense of values. Once students are in touch with their values, they will be able to handle upsetting feelings or impulses.

Values Education

Teachers can influence the social and emotional lives of their students through teaching values. Tomaselli and Golden (1996) believe, "While there is general agreement that parents have the primary responsibility for instilling values in children, educators also recognize that values and character development are critical imperatives for our educational system" (p. 66). Tomaselli and Golden discuss six values that need to be taught. These include caring, civic justice, fairness, respect, responsibility, and trustworthiness (p. 67). Berreth and Berman (1997) authors of "The Moral Dimensions of Schools" believe, "Adults also need to help schools become moral communities where students experience the values we hold dear" (p. 25).

Curwin (1995) agrees values need to be taught. "Teaching students the meaning of values also means helping them to find humanity within themselves so that they can care about others" (p. 75). The world today is becoming increasingly dangerous because not enough people are
teaching children to make decisions based on values. "Only when students understand their own values can they appreciate the diversity of others, and accept society's values and norms" (Tomaselli & Golden, 1996, p. 67). To nurture empathy and self-discipline in their children, teachers, schools and parents need to help them: learn basic decision-making and perspective taking skills, delay gratification and persist through obstacles, develop a consistent set of positive values they can translate into action, learn how to act responsibly, have opportunities, and successfully test skills. (Berreth & Berman, 1997)

When students do not follow the rules, many parents and teachers still use corporal punishment. Corporal punishment is no longer allowed in the schools, but many teachers wish it would come back. Because of the attitude toward corporal punishment, all teachers need to understand that "corporal punishment only gives credibility to hitting as a solution to problems. It does not and never has taught values of right from wrong. A preferable approach is to have children negotiate and work problems out with one another (Curwin, 1995, p. 75).

Reorganizing classroom management plans may be necessary to instill positive values. Curwin promotes the idea of replacing discipline based on rewards and punishment
with values. He states, "people with choices, skills, and positive role models still commit violent acts...Only strong values motivate us to control our naturally violent nature" (p. 75). Wade (1997) believes there are alternative ways to instill values rather than using rewards and punishments. She says, "Clearly we were manipulating and controlling behavior instead of instilling sound values" (p. 34).

Berreth and Berman (1997) know children can be taught empathy and self-discipline. "Empathy allows the child to appreciate the perspectives and feelings of another, to sense violations of justice and care, and to better distinguish right from wrong" (p. 24). Berreth and Berman see self-discipline as providing "the ability to take action and delay or even forego gratification in order to remain committed to a set of values or goals" (p. 24). Through both of these values, students become better able to deal with the conflicts that come up in life. They understand other people and they take the time to work through a problem.

Schools can make a difference and can help instill values in their students. Berreth and Berman feel confident:

we can help the entire school community develop empathy by consistently expanding the boundaries of family, religious, class, cultural, national or racial groups. We can encourage discussions of literature and offer
direct contact with people who differ in age or culture, thus providing the common ground for resolving differences and developing caring relationships. (p.26)

To accomplish the goal of instilling values, teachers need to make some changes. They can structure classrooms that look and feel physically and emotionally safe. They can place motivational posters around the room so students can read the room and receive positive messages. They can also display signs and banners about love, respect, and kindness (Holden, 1997, p. 75). Berreth and Berman (1997) state in order “to encourage students to live these values, we can provide time for peer leadership, cross-grade tutoring, caring for plants and animals, and beautifying the school” (p. 25).

Mary Sterling (1995) is the author of Values in Literature. She believes in focusing on values in the classroom. “Certainly these values have been implied in the general curriculum, but advocates of the movement suggest not enough has been done in this area” (p. 4). By incorporating values education into their daily routines, teachers can reinforce the valuable lessons that need to be taught. “What better way than through children’s literature. Closer examination of many well-known and beloved selections reveals that there may be more to be learned from each story” (p. 4). Teaching values can be
reinforced by the schools through the books that children love most.

Teaching Conflict Resolution Through Children’s Literature

Through literature, teachers will be able to give examples of positive values. Teachers are also able to use children’s literature to teach conflict resolution. William Kreidler (1994) wrote Teaching Conflict Resolution Through Children’s Literature. “It’s purpose is to help you teach conflict resolution and other social skills as you work with children on reading and language arts” (p. 5). He focuses on the importance of conflict, “without conflict, there is no growth or progress. There is stagnation. It is the constructive use of conflict that allows society to move forward” (p. 7).

One of the largest obstacles to teaching conflict resolution and values in the schools is the concern for when these concepts will be taught. Questions arise like, “What about the concerns of faculty, parents and administrators who believe that nothing should take away from time and energy spent on traditional academic subjects?” (Elias, Bruene-Butler, Blum, & Schuyler, 1997, p. 16-17). Teaching children through literature is a good way to incorporate conflict management into an already full teaching schedule. Teachers can control the resistance to adding new subject
matter to an already overloaded curriculum by incorporating values and management skills into the literature programs.

Kreidler (1994) emphasizes, "In many ways children's literature is an ideal vehicle for teaching conflict resolution and other social skills" (p. 5). Children's literature also allows children to make connections with other characters without embarrassing themselves in front of the class. Theodosia Crosse (1928) points out:

"Literature is and has been through the ages the great medium of thought transference. It is the mighty stronghold wherein are kept the gems of intellect... In its depths are reflected, joy, sorrow, hope despair—every emotion that recorded life has known." (p. 925)

Kreidler (1994) lists ways children's literature can be used. It can introduce, model, and reinforce conflict resolution skills. It develops understanding and concepts about conflict, and it helps develop core themes and values in the classroom (p. 5).

It's never too early for children to learn to diffuse anger, put themselves in one another's shoes, and work at getting along. Teachers can use children's books as examples. "Example is not only the best way to teach character and anger management to our children, it is the ONLY way to teach it!" (Ingram, 1998, p. 6). Various methods of using literature will work, but Kreidler (1994) explains, "My own experience and the experience of other
teachers show that this pattern of introducing the conflict resolution first and following it up with reading and literature based activities works best” (p. 6).

Language arts is one of the most important academic areas taught in school. Using literature to help teach conflict resolution will lessen the academic time taken to solve students’ problems. It also makes them think through the problems they are having. “Research and personal experience confirm that students with superior language skills and analytic abilities are less likely to use force to persuade and more likely to use creative and intellectual exercises to imagine and respect differing viewpoints” (Prothrow-Stith, 1994, p. 34). Conflicts happen daily and are not always necessarily negative. “Everyday conflicts provide the content for learning, shared decision making, and problem solving” (Schneider, 1996, p 24). Curwin (1995) emphasizes the ability of teachers to teach positive skills. Children’s literature can help teachers “teach their students positive skills both for preventing disruptive events and for dealing with the consequences of violent encounters” (p. 73).

Lauren Myracle (1995) discusses the idea of using literature as a tool for learning in her article “Molding the Minds of the Young: The History of Bibliotherapy as
Applied to Children and Adolescents. She states, “Adults throughout the ages have viewed books as powerful tools with which to guide children’s thinking, strengthen their character, shape their behavior, and more recently even to solve their problems” (Myracle, 1995, p. 2). Myracle describes a technique called bibliotherapy. This is a phrase coined by Samuel Crothers. He discussed a technique of prescribing books to patients who needed help understanding their problems and he labeled this technique “bibliotherapy”. “Bibliotherapy is effective because it allows the reader to identify with a character and realize that he or she is not the only person with a particular problem” (p.3).

Students are able to connect with characters because “characters are likely to meet challenges face-on and to deal with them thoughtfully and courageously” (p.7). Henry Olsen (1975) believes:

Through bibliotherapy children have an opportunity to identify, to compensate, and to relive in a controlled manner a problem that they are aware of...because books help a child develop his or her self-concept, the child will be better adjusted to trying situations in the future. (p. 425)

When adults read books for enjoyment, they lose themselves within the setting and characters. Literature can be an escape from the real world. Children can use this escape, or they can analyze the characters they meet in
their stories. In “Raising Healthy Children”, Carol Cummings and Kevin Haggerty (1997) give examples of ways teachers use character studies in their classroom. “Teachers learn how to integrate social/emotional learning with literature instruction... Some teachers use journal writing to help students focus on the feelings of the characters in the books they are reading” (p. 30). Writing allows students to share problems and begin to explore solutions. Students are then encouraged to think about the book and the characters they have met in their readings. One of the teachers Cummings and Haggerty used was Mr. Novak. In his 4th grade class he asked questions that made his students think about the characters they were reading about. He would ask, “Which character in the novel would you want for a best friend?” or “What social skills does he or she have that you admire?” (p. 28). In Ms. Bonney’s 3rd grade class “students identify the qualities of a good friend from the characters in Charlotte’s Web, by creating a large web and placing the characters with the qualities of a good friend at the center of the web” (p. 28). In Ms. Stingley’s 6th grade class “students listen intently to a story about a young girl who learns to read with the help of a friend. Later she learns to write on her own. The class discusses the message together- ‘Perseverance—you have to work hard’” (p. 28). The
teacher’s role in using books to teach conflict management and values is very important, but they cannot do it alone. Parents must also reinforce these issues through using books and personal examples.

Parent Involvement

Schools can continue to help children deal with their anger through conflict resolution programs, values education and promoting emotional intelligence, but without the support of parents all the efforts of the teachers dissolve as soon as the students leave the classroom. Parents need to be involved in their student’s school in order to ensure success. “Children whose parents are disengaged have the poorest developmental patterns, lacking psychological maturity, social competence, and self-esteem. The problems encountered by these youngsters, in school and out, multiply throughout the school years” (Finn, 1998, p. 20). If parents take part in their children’s education by talking with them and helping them, they will see the benefits in their children’s everyday lives.

Leonard Solo (1997) wrote an article about home conditions that lead to school success called “School Success Begins at Home”. Solo emphasizes the need for high expectations for children’s schooling and the need to prepare children to work hard. “These children have a better
chance of succeeding if the family passes on to them a sense that they must struggle to overcome the effects of poverty and racism" (p. 4). Close family relationships and activity involvement helps students develop strong, positive self-images. Valuing reading is another important condition. "Reading at home promotes reading in school, and we all know that reading is the key to school success" (p. 8). Cultural involvement, parental authority, and household chores are also part of the home conditions that help students succeed at school.

It is a truism that parents have to work at raising a child properly. But if they pay attention to their children, and do such obvious and straightforward things as reading with them daily, taking them to the library, providing a pleasant, quiet place and designated time for homework, visiting their schools, and talking with their teachers, chances are high that their children will succeed in school-- and beyond. (p. 15)

"Parent involvement in their children’s early literacy development is a crucial component to success in the classroom" (Ortiz, 1998, p. 1). Parents need to read to their children as often as they can. This is a time of learning, but also a time to spend together. Even if your children are capable readers it is important to continue to read to them. Carol Hurst (1996) emphasizes that reading independently is “not instead of reading aloud; its in addition to it... don’t punish the child for learning to
read by taking away something both of you enjoy- reading together" (p. 21-22). It is important that talk time is given at the end of a story. Many stories conjure up emotions that need to be discussed. Books are powerful tools, dealing with emotions children are usually afraid to share. Through literature, parents will be able to help their children with the difficult issues and pressures they face.

If schools, teachers and parents work together, children will succeed. Because some children may have more difficulty than others, a variety of programs are needed to help reach all children. Every child gets angry, but some do not know how to deal with their anger. Giving children choices and modeling appropriate behavior will help those children who believe there are no alternatives to violence, deal with their anger responsibly. Children also need to feel involved in and welcomed to their schools. Through this involvement schools and families can empower their children with responsibility. Something as simple as a class meeting or as long term as a school-wide program dedicated to anger resolution can be a powerful way to deal with upsetting issues.

Children know right from wrong, but they are confronted with pressures from peers, parents and teachers daily. They
lack some of the experiences adults rely on to help them through their problems. If parents and teachers help students learn how to control and increase their emotional intelligence, they will be able to succeed in school and the community around them. Knowing how to handle upsetting feelings or impulses is the root of emotional intelligence. Along with emotional intelligence, children need to be aware of the values that have been instilled in them. Through example, parents and teachers can show children how to make responsible choices based on values. "Only when students understand their own values can they appreciate the diversity of other, and accept society's values and norms" (Tomaselli & Golden, 1996, p. 67).

Conclusion

This literature review has given many examples and ideas as to how to help students manage their conflicts. The community can make a difference, but to conquer it all at the same time would be difficult. Teaching conflict management through literature is just one way teachers and parents can help. Books give examples of values and conflicts that may be difficult to discuss and reading aloud is an effective way to teach in the classroom and at home. If teachers choose a book each day that deals with a different conflict or value, they can incorporate conflict
management into an already full schedule. Parents also need to read to their children daily. During this daily reading, they can choose a book that focuses on a value they would like to teach to their children. This may not sound like much, but books send powerful messages. Children are the future of this country. If society does not try to teach them the values they need, then this country has a glum future. Conflict resolution and values are difficult concepts to teach to young children. By incorporating literature that focuses on values and modeling anger management, teachers may be able to steer the future in a positive direction.
GOALS AND LIMITATIONS

If children are to learn appropriate conflict management skills and values, the community needs to be involved. Schools can incorporate conflict management and values education into their curriculum through programs and literature, but it will not work without the support of the parents. The initial goal of this project is to help parents and teachers become part of the involved community. Below is a list of ways the bibliography and activities can be used:

Goals

The goal of this project is for teachers to teach conflict management and various values in the classroom during their read aloud time. Values education does not need to be an added piece of curriculum. Teachers can emphasize the value through examples in children’s literature.

This bibliography may seem overwhelming at first. Many titles have been compiled for a variety of grades. The purpose of this bibliography is help teachers find quality books that relate to conflict management and values education. With so many choices, teachers will find titles of books they already have. Many of the books are written by well-known authors and are ones teachers have read, own,
or at least have heard about. Through this bibliography parents and teachers can look up what values their favorite books may cover. It will be especially be useful in the primary grades where picture books are prevalent, but it is also important to remember all grades can benefit from picture books.

The ultimate goal of this project is to use what has been learned about student's anger and emotional intelligence to help coordinate a program with parents. I would like parents to use children's literature to help in dealing with difficult situations with their children at home and/or at school. I want parents to use the books children love most to emphasize the importance of specific values. If a parent comes to their child's teacher with a concern about their child, I want teachers to be able to give them a book and an activity to help the parent open the door to real discussion with their children.

Limitations

In order for this bibliography to be useful, the books need to be available. Teachers and parents can use the school and city libraries, and local bookstores to find the books they will need. Books written in languages rather than English are not included in the bibliography, but many books have been rewritten in other languages. Children's
bookstores will be able to tell those who inquire if books have been reprinted in other languages.

Teachers need to be aware of the activities and titles in this bibliography. When parents come to them, teachers need to be able to help those parents. If the teacher is not familiar with the titles or the activities then they will not be able to help those parents who are in need.

If the idea of parents using books and activities to help their children with difficult behavior or situations is to work, then parents need to give their children time. Parents will need to take time out of their busy schedules and sit with, read, and discuss their children’s issues together. Time spent together is an important part of helping children; sometimes all they need is attention from their parents.

This is not a cure all program. As I have already discussed in my literature review, many aspects encompass the idea of teaching conflict management and values. My project is only a small step in an effort that needs to be community wide.
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Parent Activities:

Value Centered Activities

The job of teaching children right from wrong and providing a nurturing home life will always be the role of the parent. Bobbie Reed (1998), author of 501 Practical Ways to Teach Children Values, believes:

there are many ways to explain values to children and to help them understand. These methods don’t require that you do all the talking, just that you guide the learning process so your children can picture your priority values for themselves. (p. 50)

Close family relationships and involvement helps students develop strong, positive self-images

This section offers activities that will help parents incorporate children’s literature and values. “Families can benefit from discussion of specific values and from simple activities and children’s books that highlight values in the home, school and community” (Andrews & Ali, 1997, p. xi).
Reading, activities, and spending time together are valuable bonding times for children and parents. The goal is to “make it easy and enjoyable for parents to help children develop important values through family activities and award winning children’s literature” (Andrews & Ali, 1997, back cover).

The activities included in the following section are divided into values. Each value will contain a short list of simple activities that incorporates the defined value. Many of the same activities can be used with a variety of values. Some activities will incorporate literature, while others will be an extension of the literature. Parents can choose to read the literature, or do the activities after the literature is read to the child. The purpose of this project is for children to learn responsibility and begin to understand their feelings. “Kids need to learn from a young age what the words for feelings are, why they feel the way they do and what options they have” (Pool., 1997 pp. 13-14). The ultimate goal of this section is for children, with the help of their parents, to relate to the values introduced in the literature.
Courage:

Saying no to harmful things, being true to one’s convictions, and strength not to follow the crowd are just three examples of courage. Most importantly, courage is having the strength of character to do the right thing, even if difficult or unpopular.

1. Make a hero’s board on a bulletin board or the refrigerator to keep track of heroes in the books you have read or you have heard about in the news.

2. Design a badge of courage for the characters from the story or for when your child lives out his or her faith in a courageous way.

3. Express your pride. Say, “I am proud of you because you have overcome your fear of sleeping in the dark. No parent ever had a greater child.”

4. Sometimes your children will do something truly noteworthy that demonstrates your values. When this happens, memorialize it by documenting the event and submit it to an appropriate place such as local newspaper, church bulletin, or other local publications.
5. Join your child in making signs, pictures, or plaques for your children’s rooms listing courageous acts.

6. Sit in a circle. Write sentence starters on individual index cards. Change the value to match your current emphasis. Go around the circle and complete the first sentence, then move on to the second sentence etc. For me courage means... It takes real courage to... The last time I had to act with courage was... When I know I need courage in a situation is... A situation this week in which I needed courage was...

7. Children’s TV shows and books often highlight the child who befriends the outsider. Discuss this with your child. Let your child know that you value this compassion and “inner courage” that allows a person do the possibly “uncool” but right thing.
Friendship

Making and keeping friends and being able to balance the give and take in the relationship is the foundation of friendship. True friends accept you as you are, share some of your likes and dislikes and can be trusted not to reveal confidences.

1. Use role reversal techniques as a teaching tool. Ask your children to role-play characters in the book.

2. Surround your children with people whose values are most like your own.

3. Encourage your children to maintain long distance friendships. Help them write letters, use e-mail, or the telephone to keep in contact with friends who live far away.

4. Make a friendship mobile using the characters in a book you have shared.

5. Make posters. Illustrate the value of friendship in the book you shared. Posters can be illustrated with a variety of things: pictures from magazines, construction paper or drawn with pencils or crayons.
Hard Work

Hard work is the activity generously applied toward achieving some objective or personal goal. It is most satisfying if it is an expression of one's talents and character.

1. Listening to a lesson is one part of the learning process. Re-telling is another way to increase learning and understanding.

2. Have your children describe how they should act or be known if they were the most hardworking person in the world.

3. During a school vacation, have one child come to work with you. Introduce your child to your co-workers. Take your child to lunch and talk with him or her about what you do at work and how proud you are to share this with him or her. Tell your child what qualities you see in him or her that would make a good employee.

4. After reading a story about hard work, encourage your children to draw pictures that illustrate the story and the values suggested by the character’s actions. Post the art project on the refrigerator or the family bulletin board for a week.
Honesty

This is the ability to be truthful with others and with oneself. Its practice leads to increased inner strength confidence and higher self-esteem.

1. Design a bar graph for each character that depicts the number of times honesty is acted upon in a book. You can also use family members and the times they demonstrate honesty during a typical week.

2. Develop a special notebook for each child. Each time your child demonstrates honesty, make an entry in the notebook.

3. Find several situations in the book where a character was called on to make a difficult decision and did so honestly. Discuss the situation and compare it with what could happen in your child’s life.

4. Play a trust game by dividing family members into teams of two people each. One partner is blindfolded and the other partner leads him or her around calling out directions.
5. Young children need some practice in telling the difference between "true" and "not true". Make a game of telling "true" and "not true". Begin with simple, everyday facts and move toward issues of behavior. Begin with, "Let's see if you can tell something that is true from something that is not true." Have a list that includes items such as: "The moon is purple." "We smell with our eyes." "Cows give milk." Move toward items that show behaviors, such as, "Break a sister's toy and then say, 'I didn't do it.'" Etc.
Hope

Wishing for something to happen or come true.

1. Share stories from your personal experiences to illustrate how you made choices consistent with your values.

2. Do a character analysis of a character who has or needed hope.

3. Make a life map. Each event in the story is added to the map, which you design to look like a road map. Indicate where the character may have taken a detour, gone the wrong way or slowed down because of wrong decisions.
Justice

Being equally fair to all parties.

1. Read a story and write a letter as an observer of an incident.

2. Visit a small-claims court with your children. They should be old enough to sit quietly and to follow the proceedings.

3. Establish a weekly meeting in which all family members have the opportunity to talk about their week, family rules, etc. Provide time for discussion and for clear explanation of rules that may seem "unfair."
Kindness

Being helpful, having compassion for the younger or weaker, and being considerate are all part of kindness. It is also the ability to understand rather than be understood.

1. When you notice your values demonstrated by other people, point this out to your children. Tell your children to point out an act of kindness when it is demonstrated in the book being read.

2. Set aside a few hours each month to be a volunteer.

3. Take time to compliment people on things they do.

4. Make it a habit to look for the opportunity to provide good deeds. Help a neighbor or assist a friend with a project.

5. Teach your children the joy of giving to others. Encourage them to give things they have made. When you bake cookies make an extra batch for your children to take to a friend to encourage sharing. Celebrate May Day by having your children make paper baskets, fill them with flowers and deliver time to elderly neighbors as a demonstration of kindness.
6. Pick bouquets of flowers, add pretty ribbon, and go to a rest home or mall. Look for people who appear to be tired, discouraged, or lonely and give them one of the bouquets. This helps children develop sensitivity, kindness, and generosity.

7. Invite friends or relatives occasionally and let children help decide what will make guests feel at home and comfortable. What can the children contribute to a pleasant evening.
Love

Love is caring for oneself, for family, and for others. It carries with it a lifelong responsibility to self and family. Pure love is unconditional and knows no boundaries.

1. Plan extra time to be with your child. Often our time is the one thing we do not think we can afford to give our children.

2. Spend time alone with your child on an adventure he or she would enjoy.

3. Design and make puppets you can use for teaching about love. Make puppets so characters from the story you have read.

4. Demonstrate ways to act lovingly toward others. Hug your child. Give a warm, "bear hug" holding your child close to you for at least a full minute. Put your arm around your child. This gesture communicates camaraderie, partnership, caring, and acceptance. Give your child a big smile. Smile not only with your mouth, but with your eyes. Make sure you look your child in the eye when you smile and talk together.
Loyalty

Loyalty is living up to commitments. It is the ability to support and serve one's family, friends, self, country, church, and schools.

1. After reading a book about loyalty have children write and record a parallel story in a contemporary setting with children of their own age.

2. Simulate a contemporary talk show about people whose best friends were not loyal: You act as the host, and family members will be the guests who tell their personal stories.

3. Have your children design and draw a cartoon strip that illustrates loyalty.

4. Explain loyalty to your children by pointing out how loyal they are to a favorite sports team.

5. Discuss your top-priority values and identify the obstacles we encounter when we act on each value. As each obstacle is identified, talk about ways to overcome it.
Persistence

Persistence is not giving up regardless of difficulties encountered. Perseverance is an essential quality that allows people to improve themselves or their world.

1. Explain your personal response to the values shown by other people in real-life situations, on television, in movies, or in stories.

2. Put notes in your children's lunches. Tell them they made a great decision, or tell them how proud you are of them. You can also compliment them for personal growth you have noticed in a specific value area.

3. Have your children write television commercials for two or three of your top priority values.

4. Play I spy. Give your children a list of your top priority values, then watch a television show together. Whenever a child sees a behavior that demonstrates a value on the list, he or she calls out "I spy".
Respect

Respect is developed through knowing, liking, and taking care of oneself. Without self respect it is difficult to like oneself or to be able to show respect for others.

1. Teach your children to show respect for the neighborhood by asking them to help you maintain an attractive yard, neatly mowed and trimmed, and clutter-free driveway.

2. Show respect by encouraging your children to make choices. When it is time to make a decision, give them a choice of two alternatives that are acceptable to you.

3. Give each child a personal diary.

4. Ask your children what values they appreciate in other people, and what values were followed through by the characters in the book. List them all, then select the ones with which you agree.

5. Read the biographies of several people you admire.
Responsibility

Responsibility encompasses the following facets: knowing that one can be trusted making good decisions, knowing right from wrong, and doing those things that are expected without being told to.

1. Encourage your children to develop good decision making skills.

2. Consistently demonstrate desired behavior. As your children repeatedly and consistently act on their beliefs, their value system becomes an integral part of the lives. When children tell you of a good choice they have made, identify the positive value they acted upon and complement it.

3. Question the characters from the book. Think about a certain situation, how would you feel about the choice made and what would you think of yourself if you made that decision.

4. Do not rescue your children from the consequences of poor choices. Consequences are the best teachers. You can share the consequences with your children, empathize with their
feelings, and comfort them, but do not rob them of the learning opportunity.

5. Buy a supply of play money to use when teaching your children about self-control and patience.

6. Work together to write a story in which people are faced with choices.

7. Make a "best decision" chart. Each day every family member writes the most significant decision he or she made that day on a self-adhesive note, signs his or her name, and sticks the note to the chart.

8. Have your children contrast and compare the values of two characters in a story in terms of values, decision making and life consequences.
Self Esteem

Self-esteem is positive feelings about oneself.

1. Positive self images begin with loving gestures such as spending time with your children, responding to their talk, play, and work, listening attentively, and giving evidence of affection such as hugs and pats on the back.

2. Give your child verbal feedback about what he or she did was correctly. Be lavish but believable with your praise. Kids like to hear that they are amazing to you or that you think they are awesome.

3. Make coupons that can be redeemed on demand. Give one of these to your children when they deserve recognition.

4. Write a story together. First, write several of your top priority values on small slips of paper and place them in a bowl. One person draw a slip from the bowl and start making up a story.

5. Whenever you hear your children putting themselves down, point out that they are being disrespectful to themselves. Saying things such as "I'm so stupid," "I can't do anything right," or "I am Clumsy" is negative.
6. Establish a "Blooming Book" for each child in your household. Begin the book with a page listing all the things the child has "bloomed" at. Then do a page of things he or she still needs to work on. Think of these as goals to be achieved and rewarded when accomplished.

7. Trace the outline of your child on a large piece of paper and write your list of special things your child can do inside the outline. Hang it up in the child's room or in the family room.


